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Financial aid programs audit set
By Marilyn Dillon
Staff Reporter
In wake of the discovery of financial aid improprieties at the University of
Cincinnati (UC), State Auditor Thomas E. Ferguson said he plans to audit
financial aid programs at all Ohio colleges and universities.
It recently was discovered that 74 students at UC improperly received
(191,195 in financial aid. Since these irregularities were revealed, 1,000 of the
6,000 UC students receiving aid were dropped from the program.
"WE PLAN TO AUDIT student financial aid programs at aU Ohio colleges
and universities in the coming months," Ferguson said.
Fred Knippenburg. public information officer in the state auditor's office,
said it would be improper to reveal a schedule of the audits to universities.
He said completion of the audits will depend on access to information and
making the "necessary checks and double-checks."
Ober H. Simon, University resident auditor, said he has no knowledge of
the predicted audits. "AU I know is what I've heard on the news," he said.

"We've been doing audits right along so I don't foresee problems here."
ACCORDING TO a spokesman in the University's financial aid office,
approximately 4,000 students are currently in the program here.
Beryl D. Smith, director of financial aid, said "I don't think there's
anything like that here." He explained all financial aid applications are
reviewed before they are awarded. If an application is suspicious, an income
tax form is requested. "Any obvious errors would be caught at that time." he
said.
Knippenburg said it is the responsibility of each university to insure that
only qualified candidates receive aid. According to the U.S. Criminal Code,
persons convicted of falsifying information are subject to a maximum fine of
$10,000, up to five years in prison or both.
Ferguson credited UC with tightening its administrative policies in the
wake of the discoveries.
"We feel that legal action should be taken against those persons found to
have deliberately falsified their financial aid forms and that any misspent
money should be repaid to the University of Cincinnati," he said.

Emergency gas sales considered
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Federal
Power Commission (FPC) heard
pleas yesterday for emergency relief
measures for pipelines short of
natural gas.
Two members of the commission
voiced suspicions that emergency
natural gas sales proposed by a
Texas company to ease shortages
elsewhere could turn into a back-door
deregulation of gas prices against the
will of Congress.
The Houston Pipe Line Co., which
is not under FPC jusisdiction and
price ceilings, had sold emergency
gas supplies for 60 days in November
and December to two interstate
pipelines subject to FPC regulation.
THEN, HOUSTON PIPE proposed

additional 60-day sales to these
pipelines. Trans Continental Gas Pipe
Line Corp. and United Gas Pipe Line
Co.. but wants the commission to
consider them as new sales rather
than extensions of the old sales.
Richard C. Alsup, representing
Houston Pipe Line, said the firm
might not be willing to make the
deal at all if it Is considered an
extension, because of legal uncertainties in such an interpretation.

During hearings on the issue
yesterday, Sen. Ernest F. Hollings
(D-S.C.) told the commission that
failure to obtain emergency gas
supplied could throw 10.000 people out
of work in his state and close down
at least four schools and 22 Industrie
Sea Jesse Helms (R-N.C.) said his
state, too, could suffer "unemployment and almost chaos in our
economy" without emergency gas.

On that fine legal point, however,
may rest the fate of schools and
industries in gas-short states,
especially North and South Carolina,
heavily dependent on Trans''o gas
during the current severe winter
weather.

ON JAN. 5 the FPC authorized
further sales from Houston Pipe Line
to TransCo and United under its
emergency extension provisions, but
Alsup said that Houston Pipe Line was
not delivering gas on that basis
anyway, because Texas customers
needed it
Alsup said he was not sure whether
Houston would agree to further
emergency sales unless they were
considered new sales as requested
because otherwise, despite FPC
assurances to the contrary, his
company feared it might legally
bring itself under federal regulation
as an interstate seller.
Commissioner John H. Holloman
III said that if the FPC allowed that
interpretation there would be nothing
to stop Houston Pipe Line or any
other company from conducting a
series of "new" 60-day emergency
sales all year around, thus circumventing federal price regulation.

Two students killed, three
injured in fire near OSU
COLUMBUS (AP)-Fire investigators are trying to determine the cause of
a predawn duplex fire that killed two persons yesterday near the Ohio State
University (OSU) campus.
Three other residents, two of them Ohio State students, were hospitalized
from injuries they received when flames swept through the three-story frame
structure.
A couple also living in the duplex on Indiana Avenue near the state
fairgrounds was uninjured.
"THE FIRE started in the living room of the side where the five were
staying," a Columbus fire department spokesman said.
Fire officials identified the dead victims as Loretta Gorenc, 19, of Maple
Heights, an Ohio State College of Arts student; and Chris Nolan, 27, of
Torrance, Calif., a student at El Camino State College in California.
The injured, all in satisfactory condition yesterday in University Hospital,
were Margaret Gorup, 19, of Maple Heights; Tina Romaiiak, 19, of Maple
Heights; and Richard Urbas, 19, of Mismar, Ohio.
Eric Schafer, 23, and his wife, Jean, 26, fled from the burning house when
they were awakened by noises about 5:30 a.m.
The three hospitalized victims jumped from the second floor windows to
safety. Battalion Fire Chief Robert Bartlett said.
Asst. Fire Chief Neil Mills, a 26-year fire department veteran, called the
blaze "the worst residential fire I have ever seen."

Weather
Cloudy with a chance of now
today and tonight, high near 25.
Low tonight near ID. Snow likely
today, Ugh near 29. Probability
of precipitation 30 per cent today
and tonight

Said Alsup, "I can assure you we
will not do that."
Commissioner James G. Watt
expressed the fear that there would
be nothing to prevent repeated
emergency sales "from becoming de
facto deregulation, which Congress
has refused to give us."
The issue in this legally involved
case could set a precedent for interstate pipelines throughout the
nation who are trying to find additional gas supplies to cope with an
unusually severe winter.

Nm|*oll> by Mind, Milllpon

This kind University maintenance man proved that chivalry is
mil dead by digging this motorist's car out ol the snow and
then dim ting her out nl a tight spot in front of the Men's Gym
yesterday.

Ohio shivers;records fall
By the Associated Press
Lake Erie was almost completely
frozen and Lake Michigan stood a
good chance of freezing over for only
the fourth time this century as
earlier-than-usual buildups of ice
were reported yesterday.
The bitter cold turned the Ohio
River into shore-to-shore ice. the first
time it had frozen over since early
1963. according to weather service
hydrologist Thomas McPhlllips in
Cincinnati. Lake Erie is 95 per cent
frozen, tie weather service said.
Throughout Ohio, temperature
records dating as far back as the
last century fell yesterday. Official
lows were paced by minus 15 in
Zanesville and 14 below in Columbus
and Toledo. Youngstown and Finill.iy had 13 below. Mansfield 12 below
and Cleveland minus 10. all records.
AKRON-CANTON, Dayton and
Cincinnati narrowly missed the
record books, with readings of 11
below, eight below and four below,
respectively.
"From every indication, this will

be the coldest winter since records
were started" in Columbus, according to msterologlst Mason
Bennis.
"We have been so far below normal for so long this season that
unless we stiirt having record highs,
this will be our coldest winter ever."
Bennis said.
Ship and barge traffic moved at a
crawl or not at all yesterday in the
Great Lakes, the Mississippi and
Ohio rivers and on other waterways
in the Midwest and East usually
navigable in January.
THREE BARGES, two of them
carrying oil, were stuck in ice or
aground yesterday in the upper
Chesapeake Bay and unusually heavy
ice was blamed for an 18.000-gallon
kerosene spill from a Hudson River
tanker-barge south of Albany. N.Y.
In Portland, Maine, the second
largest oil port on the East Coast,
the Coast Guard said its cutter
Yankton was called out to clear the
harbor of ice, which appeared
several weeks early this year.
The Coast Guard halted traffic

along 20 miles of the Mississippi
yesterday morning near Cape
Girardeau, Mo., when a collapsing
ice dam separated U barges from a
tow-boat. At noon, eight barges were
back under tow, two were aground
and one was missing and believed
sunk.
A COAST GUARD spokesman In
St Louis said the river would remain
closed until the missing barge was
located.
Barge traffic was also slowed on
the Ohio, Allegheny and Monongahela
rivers. On the Ohio, the regional
chief of the Army Corps of
Engineers, Col. Max R. Janairo, said
ice was causing trouble at locks and
dams just below Morgantown, W.Va.
He said ice was making it difficult to
close the locks.
In Pittsburgh, F.A. Mechling,
president of Union-Michling Corp.,
the nation's third largest barge line,
said ice has seriously hampered
barge traffic. The firm's IS towboats
and 700 barges operate between the
Great Lakes and New Orleans and
Pittsburgh.

Over the river
and through
the woods...
Nestled among barren trees and
drifting snow, this Campbell Hill
Road farmhouse hat probably
seen iti share of sleigh-born
visitors during Its lifetime. Yet,
Ike laughter of children romping
in the snow and engaging ia
snowball fights is Jut a memory
for this desolate scene since they
were battled back to school.
The smiles, the shouting nnd
merriment of energetic youths If
gene. The nnplowed road still
experiences little travel and
neighbors are housebound. All
that remains hi a qnlet landscape, abandoned and forlorn.

Mcwapncto of Mlndy MManjon

opinion

'judgment is founded on truth...

aid inequities
An investigation by the stale attorney general's office
during which It was discovered that 74 students at the
University of Cincinnati received $191,195 In illegal financial
■Id, leaves open the possibility that some aid may be illegally
distributed here too.
The University, faced by an audit of the financial aid
program here, should act now in double-checking to see that
recipients meet requirements established by the state.
Auditor Thomas E. Furgeson said his office expected to find
about $5 million in mlsallocated funds and it figures
mathematically that some of it will be coming from here.
An audit at this point, though, is a necessary course of
action because there is certain to be a great number of
students who claim they are financially independent, when. In
fact, they are receiving aid from their parents. There Is
practically an unlimited number of other ways financial
reality can be veiled.
Since it is difficult for the University to investigate all
financial applicants .with any great degree of thoroughness
and recogniilng the fact that illegal recipients must be
weeded out, a state audit is probably the only way to
establish equality.
For the sake of the University's reputation and credibility,
we hope all records are found In order and all financial aid
applicants warrant assistance.
If, however, inequities are uncovered, steps should be taken
without hesitation to remedy the situation. It Is a matter of
both fairness and responsibility.

clear the way
Walking on University sidewalks these days can only be
compared to Joining the ice follies.
Many sidewalks and Steps have become almost impossible
to traverse and little is being done to make them safer for the
thousands of students who walk between campus buildings.
Immediately after last weekend's heavy snowfall. University
maintenance crews did a commendable job at clearing walks
of snow and ice, making foot travel easy.
But since then, snow on walks has been compressed and
walking is again risky.
Snow removal workers would be doing a great service to
the University community by using whatever means available
to ensure the best possible conditions.
Most major walks are clear, but the ones that can cause the
most danger need care badly.
Just a little effort will make pedestrian travel much easier.

you all spoken here, there
Washington he Is not acquainted with
too many members of the establishment He might be asked, for
example, If he knew Clark Clifford.
The president could reply, "We've
howdied but we ain't shook," which
would mean that the president knows
the name, but he was never introduced.

WASHINGTON-rm grateful to Roy
Wilder Jr. and David Moffett of the
"Gourd Hollow Press" in Raleigh,
N.C., who sent me two little books
titled "You All Spoken Here,"
devoted to how country people speak
In the South.
Nobody knows how many people
from the Deep South Jimmy Carter
will bring with him, but the dictionaries will be invaluable to help us
know what they're talking about
FOR EXAMPLE If the Carters are
throwing a dinner party at the White
House and there is a discussion of
the guest list, one of Mr. Carter's
aides might say, "He's too poor to
paint, and too proud to whitewash."
They would be discussing, of course,
a member of the Southern
aristocracy.
If a Southern member of the staff
says to you, "Don't get crosslegged," he is telling you not to get
angry, or your wires crossed, or your
signals mixed, or upset without
knowing the situation.
There will be occasions when
someone in the Carter entourage gets
mad at a congressman or a senator.
He may then tell the press, "He's
three pickles shy of a barrel." This
means he doesn't have all his
marbles or "he's three bricks shy of
a load" or that "his traces ain't
hooked up right."

have been forgiven and "he's ready
for deep dip baptism."
Despite a Carter Administration
there will always be sex scandals in
Washington. A man caught in one
will be known as a person who is
"wild as a boar in a peach orchard,"
which means he Is unrestrained in
his sexual passion.
IF THE PRESIDENT has not seen
one of his appointees for a long time
he might ask him, "Did you winter
well?" which is what someone In the
Deep South asks a person in the
spring that he hasn't laid on eyes
since Christmas.
Since Mr. Carter has never been to

Some presidential appointments
may get more power than others, in
this case, the person in question will
be referred to In the Administration
as a "big dog in the meat house."
IF YOU ARE invited to the White
house for dinner you can tell your
friends: "Last night I ate the
President's salt" The worst thing is
to "eat another man's salt" and then
knock him in public. If word gets
out that you did. It could make the
President angry and his press
secretary might say, "The President
is as mad as a.rooster in an empty
henhouse."
If you apologized publicly, that
"would put spit on the apple" and
end the argument

Suppose the secretary of state is
confused about a diplomatic problem.
The White house aides might leak
the fact that the secretory is "like a
rubber-nosed woodpecker in a
petrified forest"
When someone comes back from a
trip overseas and brags about it he
will be known as "Journey proud."
IF HE LIES to the president they
will say of him, "His mouth ain't no
prayer book."
If he failed to give the president
the information he wanted, a White
House aide might say, "He never
said pea turkey" or "We got what
the bear grabbed at" which means
they got nothing out of the conversation.
How will you know if Mr. Carter is
angry? If he ever says "That takes
the rag off the bush," Brezhnev
better watch out because the lowest
thing someone can do in the Deep
South is steal someone's washrag
that he left on a bush to dry.
Copyright 1976, Los Angeles Times

IF THE SAME person says the
congressman or senator is "Passin'
gas fastcr'n he can cap it," it means
the person in question is a windbag.
A cabinet officer may be in trouble
with the President If someone says
he "pulled through" it means his sins

here comes the veep
WASHINGTON-With
the
Inauguration almost upon us, we are
beginning to get the little homilies
about how the promises were not so
much commitments as goals to be
striven for and let's be practical.
The Peanut is already explaining to
us that we should understand that
even though he is contemplating
increasing the war allocations he
said he would cut, he is actually
cutting them by increasing them less
than he would have increased them if
he hadn't cut them. If you have
trouble following that argument, you
may take comfort in the fact that
you probably aren't alone.
At least Veep Mandate continues to
get his picture taken with the
President-elect. Moreover, instead of
leaving off the campaign talk about
the need and the utility of finding the
Vice President worthwhile and ennobling work, the President-elect has
said that this Vice President will
actually have an office down the hall
from his own and will function as the
White House's chief staff officer,
whatever that means.
IF IT means anything at all, it will
mean that Walter Mondale will
become the busiest and most
powerful Vice President since Henry
Agard Wallace (1941-45). By naming
his wartime Vice President head of
the Board of Economic Warfare, an
office that did everything from
pinpoint economically strategic
targets for bombardment to carry
out world-wide raw material
procurement, FDR gave Henry
Wallace more executive branch
power than any man to hold the Job
since.
It may have been because Wallace
had too much power that Roosevelt
decided to replace him with Truman.
Beyond his official power, Wallace
had great stature: as the successful
editor of the nation's most important
fanning magazine, as a businessman.
as a plant geneticist, and as a
Secretary of Agriculture who Is still
thought by some at least to have
been the best we ever had. Wallace's
greatest power, however, derived

from his being, after Roosevelt
himself, the symbol of New Deal
liberalism.
After FDR's death, Henry Wallace
was to Harry Truman what Ronald
Reagan was to Jerry Ford last
summer - the authentic voice of the
party in the minds of the most active
and dedicated campaign workers.
Inside the cabinet, Wallace, who
continued to serve Truman as
Secretary of Commerce, increasingly
annoyed the conservative Missourian.
(How conservative Truman was can
best be appreciated by the fact that
in death he has been absorbed into
the Republican Party where he is
loved and Idolized as he never was in
life by his fellow Democrats.)
HENRY WALLACE could never
have lived happily with a President
who tried to settle labor disputes by
demanding of Congress the right to
draft strikers into the army and who
is remembered by historians, if not
by the popularizers of history, as the
man who began the loyalty programs
and blacklistings which the name
McCarthyism was subsequently
given. What drove Truman to fire
Wallace was the man's continuous,
public opposition to the President's
declaring the Cold War, or as he
used to put it, "getting tough with
the Russians."
To the perpetual war Truman gave
to his country, Henry Wallace said,
"Our present program will result in
one impasse after another which will
eventually result in war a number of
years hence; or it will provoke a war
in the relatively near future... it will
require at least five million men in
the armed forces - and probably

let's hear from you
The News welcomes opinion from Hi readers bt the farm of letters to
the editor which comment on published columns, editorial policy or any
other topic of Interest
All letters shoald be typewritten aid triple spaced. They mast be
signed aad the intbor'i address and phone number must be Included for
rerittcattoa.
Letters can be seat to: Utters to the Editor, The BG News, IN
arverstty HalL
The News reserves the right to reject aad letters or portions of letters
If they are deemed la bad taste or malidoui. No personal attacks or
nme-calUag will be published
Readers wlshlag to submit gaest col.mas shoald follow a simlllar
ufcedaae.

eight million. It will require an
annual appropriation of at least fifty
billion dollars a year... Once America
stands for opposition to change we
are lost. America will become the
most hated nation in the world." Not
bad for 1947.
The next year Wallace ran for
president of a third-party ticket and
got his ashes hauled for him by a
mass media which ruined him by
calling him a dupe, stooge and a
pupil of the Pinkos.
By today's thinking, Wallace's
Progressive Party platform is almost
tepid enough for Jerry Ford to run
on... votes for 18-year-olds, federal
aid to education, closing tax
loopholes, "raising women to first
class citizenship," and a federal antilynching law. Most important he was
the last major public figure until
Richard Nixon to advocate the
practicality and necessity of detente,
peaceful coexistence and disarmament.
THE SUBSTANCE of Wallace's
foreign policy and defense contentions was never debated. By
depicting him as a dupe and his
associates as fellow travelers,
Truman avoided having to answer
his arguments. Then 25 years later
for a brief time they were
resurrected, often by a generation
that didn't even know the man's
name, and for a few years we've had
foreign policy debate again in
America.
But that debate is waning. Carter
and the bellicists he has surrounded
himself with limit themselves to
talking' about budget cuts for arms
for reasons of efficiency. It is
suggested that it is very important
that the Pentagon not "waste"
money, as if the more than a
thousand billion dollars spent on the
implements of death since World War
II weren't a waste.
Making the devil's distinction
between waste-waste and efficient
waste gives us no highly placed
person in the government to campaign, as Henry Wallace did, against
the waste for war per se. In the
executive, in Congress, in the media,
there are fewer and fewer who still
speak of peace as an absolute and
not as a strategic ploy in a redeclared Cold War.
Maybe Walter Mondale can be that
spokesman, that needed peace
leader. In so many ways he is such a
good man you wonder what he's
doing with Carter and those other
new playmates of his. But a good
man isn't a great man, and you can
no more demand greatness of a
fellow human than you can condemn
another person for being a congenital
nerd.

HE
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Letters
no doors
I have waited and waited and I
cannot hold back any longer. It is
time somebody said something about
it. What I am referring to is the
"Out of Order" doors University
students are being subjected to on
the second floor of the main library.
Since the middle of fall quarter,
the left door (when exiting) has not
been working. This did not bother
most of the students since the right
door was still "in order" and the
long Christmas break provided
University repairmen with ample
time to fix the doors, since there
were virtually only a handful of
students using the library over the
break. However, this was not the
case.
Not only were the necessary
repairs not made, the other door has
since gone out of order, leaving
students with no entrances or exits
on the second floor of the library.
This not only inconveniences the
hundreds of individuals who use the
second floor doors daily, but it also
adds extra noise and confusion to the
first floor of the library because of
the larger volume of people using the
first floor doors.
To whomever has the power to
order the doors repaired, I would like
to pose an all-important question to
you: "What type of excuse could you
possibly use If some type of
catastrophic disaster occurs (they
can occur even in BG) in the library
and some Innocent people are hurt
because of your failure to have the
second floor doors repaired?"
Christopher K. Reid
Academic Adviser,
Development Education Program
104 Library

classless
On the first day of classes, approximately 25 students sat in 108
Psychology for Psychology of Aging.
No Instructor showed up. On the
following day the entire class

proceeded to the Psychology Office to
make inquiries as to the whereabouts
of their instructor. The group was
informed that the class had been
cancelled!
This Is the second consecutive
quarter that this has occured. It
amazes me that a department as
reputable as our Psychology
Department would allow such an
inconsiderate, if not imcompetent,
action to occur. I realize that the
department was at a loss when Dr.
Rodgers left the university, but
surely there are other professors on
the staff capable of teaching the
course.
If the department had no intentions
of offering Psych of Aging, why was
the course listed in the schedule?
Why wasn't the Registrar's Office
informed? And if the Psychology

Department knew that students
signed up for the course, why didn't
someone in that large department
take a minute to explain to 25
waiting students what had happened?
Daniel S. Kitowski
465 S. Summit No.43

tears
That was a very touching picture
of Paul X Moody in the Jan. 6 BG
News. However, don't you think that
a picture of the victim crying would
be more appropriate. Maybe the
problem is that we don't remember
who the victim is.
Jeff Birr
^^^^^^^JMJffenhauer^es^
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Day in Review Carter's economic plan lauded
By Mark Sharp
Staff Reporter

rrom Associoted Press Reports

Hughes 'heir talks'

French chide U. S.

Melvin Dununar, the Utah gas station
attendant named to receive millions in a
purported Howard Hughes will, has
admitted delivering the document to the
Salt Lake City headquarters of the
Mormon church where it was found, an
attorney for the executor of the alleged
will said yesterday.
Harold Rhoden. who represents Noah
Dietrich, the former Hughes aide named
as executor, said he questioned Dummar in Ogden, Utah, on Wednesday.
Dummar "cracked," admitting that
he not only delivered the will but addressed the envelope in which it was
found, said Rhoden.
Dummar denied writing the will
himself or knowing who did, Rhoden
said at a news conference. He said
Dummar gave three or four stories as
to how he receive the will.

The French government formally
protested yesterday against U.S.
criticism of its release of Palestinian
leader Adu Daoud, accused of
masterminding the attack on Israeli
athletes at the 1972 Munich Olympics.
In Tel Aviv, II French Jewish youths
visiting from France burned their
French identity cards outside the
French
consulate in protest over
"French prostitution to terrorism." The
youths, wearing warm-up suits and
carrying placards with the names of the
11 Israelis killed at Munich, told
reporters: "We are ashamed to be
French."
The French Foreign Ministry summoned U.S. Charge d'Affaires Samuel
Gammon in Paris to tell him that the
criticism voiced by a State Department
spokesman "constituted inadmissible
comment on the acts of French courts."
A French official said such formal
protests against the United States had
occurred only infrequently during the
last 20 years.
However, an American Embassy
official, who asked not to be identified,
attempted to downplay the significance
of the French gesture, calling it "pro
forma" and "small change."

Longet case rests
The defense and prosecution rested
their cases yesterday in the Claudine
I.onget manslaughter trial in Aspen,
Colo, after less than a week of
testimony in which the former singer
swore she shot her lover by accident.
District Judge George Lohr scheduled
closing arguments and legal instructions
for this morning and said the case
would be submitted to jurors shortly
thereafter.
The prosecution, which called 17
witnesses in two days, surprised a
jammed courtroom by announcing it
would present no rebuttal case.
In the final day of testimony, a
ballistics expert testified that the gun
which killed Longet's lover could have
fired without the trigger being pulled.
But the expert. Lama S. Martin,
conceded in cross-examination his efforts to get the weapon to discharge
without pulling the trigger were unsuccessful.

Federal oil purchases?
Former Federal Energy Administrator
John C. Sawhill yesterday proposed that
the government get into the oil business,
beginning on a small scale by
establishing a national oil-purchasing
agency.
Sawhill, now the president of New
York University, told a congressional
hearing the agency could start out by
purchasing crude oil from oil-producing
countries to help build up the government's national oil stockpile.

Law repeal urged
Appellate judges in Akron called
yesterday for repeal of Ohio's speedytrial law as they ordered release of a
convicted man whose trial was delayed
through clerical error an official called
"a paper hangup."
In an unsigned unanimous opinion, the
three-judge 9th District Court of Appeals
said it was clear that release was
mandatory for Jeff Stephens, who was
found guilty of aggravated burglary,
rape and felonious assault after entering
a plea of no contest.
But the action was ordered "with
great reluctance," said Judge Oscar
Hunsicker in a separate opinion.
And Judge Edward Mahoney. who
urged outright repeal of the law on
which the release was based, called it
"a miscarriage of justice" in another
separate opinion.
A 1974 Ohio law requires that a
defendant be freed if he doesn't get his
day in court within 270 days, so long as
he wasn't the cause of any delay. It
also says that one day in jail shall
count as three days in terms of the
deadline.
In Stephen's case, the Summit County
grand jury wasn't given a transcript of
Stephens' Akron Municipal Court appearance, when he was bound over to
the grand jury for indictment, and he
then spent more than 95 days in jail
before the indictment was issued.

Carter sets up summit
In a pre-inaugural flurry of telephone
summitry. President-elect Carter talked
to foreign leaders long-distance
yesterday and set up and economic
summit meeting of major nonCommunist industrialized nations,
probably in April.
The telephone calls, to President
Valery Giscard d'Estaing of France and
Prime Ministers Helmut Schmidt of
Germany, James Callaghan of Great
Britain and Takeo Fukuda of Japan,
interrupted a day of briefings by the
Joint Chiefs of Staff for the Presidentelect and his top national security advisers.
A French spokesman declined to
comment when asked if Carter had
spoken to Giscard d'Estaing about
France's release of Abu Daoud, the
Palestinian terrorist, accused of
masterminding the 1972 Olympics
massacre in Munich.

cent level of unemployment
should be our goal." he
said.

President-elect Jimmy
Carter's proposals for tax
rebates and increased
government spending to
stimulate the economy
received
a
favorable
reaction from University
economics, political science
and history faculty.
Those interviewed by the
News generally agreed that
lowering the unemployment
level should be his first
priority.
Carter's goal of lowering
the unemployment level to
between
4 and 4.5 per
cent was called "too high"
by Bruce L. Edwards,
associate professor of
economics. "A 2.5 to 3 per

PRESIDENT GERALD
Ford's vetoed numerous
measures that would have
had a positive effect on the
economy, according to
Edwards. "Some critics
say Carter has been too
conservative but his adm mi si i. Hi.m hasn't looked
into an economic policy
enough to make any final
decisions." he said.
Lowering the unemployment level to Carter's
goal is possible depending
upon what price you are
willing to pay, Leo J.
Navin, chairperson of the
economics department
said. "However.in order to

keep inflation down, we
will need more government
in our economy," Navin
explained.
Responding to charges
that Carter is being too
conservative with his
economic program, Navin
agreed with Edwards.
"Carter has only given
limited information on the
subject. He's not trying to
deceive the American
public, he just needs more
time to give the situation
more thought."
William C. Spragens,
associate professor of
political science, blames
Carter's caution on the
recession's slow reversal.
"Carter's job will be
difficult
because
the

Buckeye EPA may propose
phosphate ban to legislature
Ohio may soon join the other Great
Lakes states in banning phosphates from
detergents.
The Ohio Environmental
Protection Apcncy (EPA) will present this
proposed ban to the state legislature next
month
The Great Lakes Basin Committee
(GLBC) has recommended to the states
that lie in the watershed of the lakes to
adopt a ban on phosphates in detergents.
The phosphate level would be limited to .5
per cent of the detergent's total weight.
Dr. William Sonzogni. water quality
scientist for the GLBC, said "below this

percentage, the phosphates are considered
trace material, it doesn't add to pollution."
The G1J31' doesn't require a state-wide ban
if the entire state doesn't drain into the

Qreat Lakes.
According to Tom Halduf. of the local
OEPA office, his agency is researching the
laws of surrounding states and will present
the bill to the state legislature next month.
Only Akron has such a ban at the moment.
Ohio is one of three Great Lake states
that has no limits on phosphates. Other
States have limited phosphate content of
detergent! to 5 per cent.

USE YOUR MASTER CHARGE OR
WHEN ADVERTISING WITH

BANK AMERICARD

SPRAGENS. SAID the
major difference between
Ford
and
Carter's
proposals concerns tax cuts
or rebates.
"Whereby
Ford's proposal would have
the most effect on the
middle class. Carter's tax
cut would primarily effect
the
lower
income
brackets." he explained.
Stating that the economy
needs additional stimuli,
James R. Ostas, associate
professor of economics,
favors Carter's plan for
economic action.
"A
four
per cent
unemployment level can
only be achieved by
aggregate spending and
specialization of labor
markets," Ostas
said.
"However,
an
unemployment level below five
percent is not possible with
stable prices."
Additional manpower
programs are needed,
according to Ostas. He
said these programs link
the job seekers with the
employment opportunities.
Ostas stressed that
governmental policies
should deal with economic
problems with a"pinpoint

approach" rather than •
"shotgun approach." A
shotgun approach refers to
government control over
the
economy
without
examining the situation
thoughtfully.
"GOVERNMENT officials (the Carter administration) should be leas
concerned with a fiscal
stimuli for the economy
and more concerned with
monetary stimuli such as
interest rates," he said.
Carter should emphasize
getting people back to
work, according to Dale
Wagner, assistant professor
of political science. "It's a
tragedy when college
graduates can't find Jobs,"
he said.
Although Wagner agreed
that the Carter administration must lower
the unemployment level, he
was uncertain about using
tax rebates. "Tax rebates
are worthless if people
don't go out and spend the
money." he said
"In the past, the standard procedure of the
government was to spend
its way out of recessions,
but today that only increases inflation," Kenneth
F.
Kiple,
assistant
professor of history, said.
Kiple said that criticism
of
Carter's
economic
policies was unfair until he
gets into office.
"One would hope that his
economic policy will help."
he said.

THE NEWS

NOW LEASING
For Sept. - 9 Month Lease

PHI KAPPA TAU
rd

3

available at

Annual Casino Rush Party
Tonight 8:00

$260.00 per month
Located at 824 6th Street

Beautiful women, gambling,

include

prizes, refreshments, etc.

I An Extrordinary Event Not To Be Missed^
USSR ignoring accords?

economy's rate of recovery
has been slower than
anticipated," Spragens
explained. "While inflation
has increased, unemployment has not gone
down accordingly," he
added.

All Interested Men Welcome

The Soviet Union has convicted at
least 90 dissidents since signing the
supposedly liberating Helsinki accords
in 1975 and is increasingly applying new
techniques of political persecution,
Amnesty International said yesterday.
The Austrian section of the international human rights organization
said the techniques include harassment
of political prisoners, reprisals against
friends and relatives and false criminal
charges lodged in order to bring
political cases into criminal courts.
The group's latest report said that in
addition to those convicted, at least 15
completely sane persons have been
examined in mental hospitals or been
declared insane and sent to institutions
since the Helsinki agreement was signed
on Aug. 1. 1975.

*

Furnished

*

Two Bedrooms

*■
*

Central Air Conditioning
Washer-Dryer in Building

*

FREE Cablevision

*

Natural Gas Heat, Water,
Sewage, Trash Removal ALL PAID BY LANDLORD.

*

Tenant Pays Only For Lights

PHONE

352-5163

NEWLOVE REALTY
328 South Main

Fake fruit fabricated

UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS :

Juicy chunks of fruit are being made
from artificial ingredients by scientists
who say they are finding substitutes for
the shortages of the future.
Freshly made, the fake fruit is firm,
translucent and cut into cubes about the
size of diced pineapple. It can be
flavored, textured and colored like
nature's own, the developers say, and
could be molded to look like farm-grown
fruit.
When freeze dried, for storage, the
fake fruit is light and foamy and tastes
like sugary cereal.
The new fruit is being developed at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
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The Powder Puff
52$Ridge

In the morning, the first thing you
need is the last thing you want to
hassle with. Breakfast. So if you re
trying to beat the clock to your first
class, zip by McDonald's* and pick
up an Egg McMuffin* An egg fried
in butter covered with melted cheese
on a piece of Canadian bacon served
on a toasted English muffin. It's a first
class breakfast you can eat on the run.

CO PIONEER*
SX-IISO
SX10S0
SX-«S0
SX ISO
SX-7M
SX-AM
JX-S50
SX-.S0

rsonalws

Wr do it all for you

RIG SALE
SIM ISM
S700 S4»t
MM SMI
SSOO U47
1400 sj;t
UN Mil
SIM MM
SIM SIM

SEND
FOR
FREE
CATALOGUE

PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED H
ONLY WITH
CREDIT CARDS
I

814-237-5990
I AM 1% If C'«*l C.V« Or**..,

RECEIVERS

STEREO WAREHOUSE
tl W. REAVER AVI., STAT1 COLLEGE. PA. MMI

•
•
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Credit, check cashing made easier

ACROSS
1
S
10
14
16

Gray wolf
Menotti child
Thin
So bo it
French landscapist
16 Dry riverbed
17 Improve conditions), as in
politics

Non-drivers to receive I.D. cards
Ohio residents over 65 should provide proof of thejr
age, such as a birth certificate, when applying for an

Tom Griesser
Staff Reporter

identification card.
Handicapped and elderly Ohio residents soon will be
able to identify themselves without a driver's license.
At the end of the month, the Ohio Bureau of Motor
Vehicles will begin issuing photo-identification cards to
residents who are physically or mentally handicapped or
over 65, according to Dennis Whalen, the bureau's public
information director.
The caMs, distributed through local agencies issuing
driver's licenses, will contain the same information found
on a driver's license and a photograph of the owner.
.."SINCE MANY businesses require photo-indentification
for check cashing and credit purchases, these cards will
supply the needed official identification," Whalen said.
The cards will be valid for four years and may be
renewed at local licensing agencies.

m

43 Prefix for drome
or gram

17

44 Letter
46 Paint remover
47 Beautician's
job
48 "It's all the same

benefits,
-are classified as a handicapped employe by the Ohio
Industrial Commission,
-arc classified as handicapped, disabled or blind by the
Ohio Rehabilitation Services Commission or
-are certified as a former patient by the Ohio Mental
Health and Retardation Board.
Eligible city residents can apply for an identification
card at the Auto License Bureau, 414 E. Wooster St.,
Feb. 1. There is a $3 charue.

20 City NW of
Naples
21 Exclamations
22 One-time part of
the London
street scene
23 Opera role
26 Soft
26 Beret's relative
29 Burst open, as
a seed pod
31 "
Loved
You''
34 Med. sch. subject
36 Heavenly beings

ANSWER
1 H
b

TONIGHT

5

IN THE Carnation Rm.,
U.A.O. Coffeehouse presents a
blues, ballads, & bullcrap" singer

PIZZA PUB

1

41 Menu specialty:
Phrase

19 Burl
HANDICAPPED persons between 18 and 65 must prove
eligibility by supplying written statements that they:
-have physical or mental handicaps which will last
longer than a year, attested to by a state-licensed doctor,
-are receiving social security handicap or disability

H

DINO'S

38 Museum name
40 A loser

PARTIES AND GROUP
RATES AVAILABLE
Happy Hours
Mon-Tues 4-7

Twist
Huntress
Mountain pass
Tailor's concern
Bargain sale
words
60 Accessible:
CoUoq.
62 Latin pronoun
63 Nautical "Stop!"

64 Indian weight
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1 A
1 N

18
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CoUoq.
Type of
painting
Passe

1

WHEN'S
"PEOPLE"

HOURS

www
WSTART,

352-3551

HOC?

3331 AST WOOSTER BOWl INC. GUI IN '
I'll DHiviit suvia - TOMiNUtf PICK UPSMVICI

iPOmrr

imCDIATWY IF SHE'D
A6RLEDMYLEAVIN6
IN SI* MONTHS

33

57

58

■

55

56

6,

60
63

61

66

67

10 Eddv
11 Ornamental
pendants
The same: Let
Title
Provisions
Age group
Marine plant
Triangle type

12
13
18
22
24
26

26 Color
27 Those opposed

28
30
32
33

36
37
39
42

Bad-weather signs
In full light
Signal
"The quality of
mercy ——
strained..."
Spanish aunt
Black-tailed
gazelle
Andean ruminant
Footstool

51 English poet
52 Irish legislature
53
du
Haut. Maine
54 Sheltered place
56 Ben Adhem
57 13 Down, in
France: Abbr.
58 Bucket, for one
60 Jaguar
61 Dined

46 Beyond the
rising sun
49 Start

by Garry Trudeau
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9 USMA grads
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cookery
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ONLY
SIX
MONTHS7
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DON! MX*/, ITS PLENTY OP TIM? TO INSURE
THAT I HILL NEVER
AWN BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY AS A JOURNALIST

ARE YOU

OP COURSE, THAT DOESNT CONCERN
BRENDA MUCH SHE SAYS SHE'S
6RO0MN6ME FOR BI66ER THIN6S LIKE "SPLITS:TUBSECTICNDEM7TW
TO STARS IN THE PROCESS OF DI-

icws?

THEYHAYE

X/UXNG'LIZ

THEIROUJN

N'PICK ALONE

SECTION?

HAVFTHEIROWN

\

SECTION.

Walter Craft

7 00 minimum {puia subs, gar In bf *od and toll drmfcs only i

pm

Free Coffee &

Tea

50

THESE PEOPLE ARE SAD BECAUSE
NO ONE PUT IN AN AD FOR THEM
IN THE SPECIAL VALENTINE
AD SECTION ON FEB 11th
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CALL OR STOP IN THE BG NEWS OFFICE

HEY' YOU
6CHNGT0SIT
I CANT DO ra
THERE ALL
IT! I CANT
LWfi—^
6ETMYSELF
T06OTD
WORK'

IWMGJE17UJLU

■E.POYOU HAVE ANT IDEA
jdANBA
WHAT ITS LIRE VUAKE UPIN
THE M0RNIN6 AND SUDDENLY
.REALIZE THATTO/RE

•C\

\ AcwmmvNSEDITOR

Classifieds
abusive 6, vicious football
game When's the second
hall?
Waiting
lor
the
celebration.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Friday. January 14. 19"
Geology Club Brown Bag
Powers Loose will speak on
Water Witching" on Friday at noon in Rm 070 Overman
Hall Free & Open lo all
Sunday. January 16. 1977
Alpha Phi Omega. National Service Fraternity meeting if
room l?9 Lite Science Bldg at 7 30 p rti. Open to all.
Monday. January 17. 1077
Computational Services LaPlumc Text Processing System
Seminar. 710 Math Science Bldg at 4 00 pm
SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS Those planning on being ir
Proicct MERGE. Spring I9»7 MUST attend the sign up
meeting on Monday. January 17th in room 406 of Ihc
Education Bldo at lOOpm.

LOST & FOUND
Found
Grey cat 6 mo. old
Mac EasT 7 J374.
Blue Down coat switched
wilrt someone at PIKE ALL
Campus party January 8
Call
372 1581.
REWARD
otlered lor return

F lo subl apt immed $70
mo plus util 357 »7»7.
Need I or 2 M rmmls. to
share 3 bdrm Farmhouse on
Napoleon Rd SS5 or S6S mo
357 3369

Cash Disability income it you
won t be able lo go to class
Fantastic Oiler Call 823 5144.

Congratulations Snowball and
Robin on your Beta AXO
p.nning The Beta Bros

WANTED
F. lo subl apt spr qtr
Univ Vill Mary Jo 352 4276

Pioneer 636 receiver and
Sansui
3 way
sp
1200
speakers Good cond 35?
229.1 S325 or best oiler

Delts KD's are psyched lor
The tea! We're ready to
warm up and get crazy lor
the weekend1!

HELP WANTED

Congrats to Cindy and Bob
on Their Alpha XI Beia
lavaliering Love, the Xl's.

liaKA LLL.LLL; HiLLrlzt-

t-WiliL 0CfeVULi

Gayle
Happy ??nd Bir
thday This is your last one
as a single woman, make the
best ol it Love, Kevin.

Waiters & Waitresses lull &
part lime A few openings
lor people 18 71. Apply Dixie
Electric 75481 Dixie High
way, Perrysburg 874 6649.

The closer il comes the more
excited we are, XI pledges
know, our bigs can't be lar!

Wanted
Hockey Slick and
Shin Guards Call 372 3750

PERSONALS

I F. rmmt. wtr & spr. $65
mo Call 352 3406

Tooter First President now
the honor ol the week Way
to go! Love, your Sisters.

WFAL 680 LISTENERS SKI
WEEKENDS
FOR
TWO FOR YOU!!

Need 1 F. spr. qlr. 1 blk
Irom campus 352 2846
1 F. 10 subl. apt spr. qtr.
Haven House 352 4804

Jane
This is ill Happy
Birthday, space lady! Cindy
Harmon Penthouse thanks
Sigma Nu lor The physically

68' Plymouth Fury Many
new p,»rts Dependable work
car Make otter 37? S04?

Kappa Delta welcomes Deb
Battcrshell to our chapter
Welcome to BGSU and your
new circle ol sisters! Love,
the KD'i.

Congratulations Christie and
Craig on your Alpha XI SAE
pinning. Love, the Sisters

Congrats
Jill
on
your
lavaliering To Jim! Love,
Your Alpha Phi Sislers

'.'' Vega Hatch Back 90 HP
ftO 000 mi Besl oltcr over
SA00 3S7 0MS alter ft

75 Mus 11 Ghia. a c. XI C.I..
p s
& p 0 , power glide
trans
ex cord
35? 8598
alter 5 30

Need rmte spr qtr. $200
Total Preler Grad. Slud
35? 7272

Need 1 M. rmmte. immed.
Comiortabie 2 bdrm apt. For
mlo 35? 8161

18 8,

Congratulations Tex and
Mary Mace on your Beta
AXO engagement. The Beta
Bros

I M rmmte needed lor wtr
and or
spr.
Very
com
lortable 352 2739

Needed 1 babysitter Mon 8.
Thurs 8 30 3.30. TueS 8:30
? 30. Wed 8.30 10 30, and
Fri
8 30 1.30.
Contact
Angela Bell. 831 7th SI Apt
6.

RUSH 7 30 9 00 Jan
70 All girls welcome'

FOR SALE
Wc want to go active, We
want to wear the pin. We
want to go active. We want
10 gel in! The Alpha Delt
Cubs

SERVICES OFFERED

LrliJixUL LLXLL^LLLi-LLLLLLH

ONLY TEN

--] FOR "PEOPLE-MA6AZINEr

Happy
?nd
Anniversary
Donme Love Mary.
I F.C. Mixer Fri. 6 p.m.-l
a m. Grand Ballroom Union
Happy Hour. Prices FREE
ADMISSION
Tired ol The mid-winter
blues? Mark your calendars
lor Kappa Sigma STardusTer

tV Nova
50,000 mi AM
radio. Power steer 37? 4548

FOR RENT
Apt to subl . Feb 1 lo June
I at SI34 mo 35? 0096 alter 3
? bdrm turn apts. Summer
and Fall 352 1800 or 352 4671
b.'•-••' H m apt avail
mm ...
up to 4 people.
.in rcnl pd $240 mo 352
4115 or 352 5017.
2 bdrm. Mobile home $80
tot.n plus util. 35? 5013 alter
5.
Rm to subl. I M. rmmte,
315 E Merry. $65 mo immed Roger.
HAVEN HOUSE now leasing
lor Fall ol 1977. No increase
in rale Irom Fall ol 1976.
$350 mo
35? 9378.
Model
opened Sal. all. 14.
Campus Manor has openings
lor 1 81 2 gals lo fill 4 gal
apis, lor w J, s qTrs 357930?
or 35? 7365 eve.
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.Local Briefs

Outdoors Column

Foreign exchange

UAO sponsors spring trail hike

Applications for the 1977-71 German Exchange
Program, a third year abroad opportunity, are being
accepted by the Office International Student
Programs.
Students with prof iciency in the German language and
a minimum grade point average of 3.0 during the first
six academic quarters are eligible for the program.
Applicants must also submit a transcript, three letters
of recommendation and letter of intent before being
evaluated by the selection committee. Preference will
be given to sophomore undergraduates.
Deadline for applications is Feb. 11. For further
information contact international studies, 16 Williams
Hall, 372-2248

hiker signs up. Sign-ups begin tomorrow, and the deposit
will be fully refundable until early February.
The fee includes all transportation and three riieals a
day during the hike. According to Kupar. the meals will
consist of both natural and freczwlried staples. He also
said hikers will be issued the daily menu in advance. "If
people violently disagree with our menu, we'll look for a
substitution
UAO also is advising hikers to bring some of their own
food for the trail, as well as previsions for road meals to
and from the trail
Those backpackers who don'l Own any equipment may
rent it from the outing center. Experience is not
necessary, but Kupar advised that hikers be in good
physical condition,
THF. II1K1 US HHi. walk an average of II miles a day
or about six to seven hours.
We're going to try this as a team effort." Kupar said,
evenly distributing the weigh) ol all things the group
uses as a whole among the teams
Kupar said I van will be waiting at most night stopping points in case of emergencies or accidents. He
suggested brekkers bring a fen extra dollars along to
cover optional pun Ma a
Hikers should expert to see inurli deer and small game
during the trip, According t>> Kupar. "People think we're
going to get bored, but you just don't get bored out
thee "
If yo,.'re jealous of some of your friends who'll be
enjoying the Florida weather OVW the spring break, you
shouldn't be Kupar said temperatures on last year's trip
reached the ?0's and it rained only once.

By BiU Fink
Ouvdoors Columnist
The Union Activities Organization (UAOl outing center
is sponsoring a backpacking trip along two sections of the
Appalachian Trail March 19-27, spring break. The hike is
available to the first 30 students, faculty and staff
members who sign up in the UAO office, third floor.
Union.
According to Gregory A. Kupar. head of the outing
center, the 30 hikers will be split into two equal groups.
One group will begin the hike from Wayahn Gap. N.C.
and trek south on the trail. The other group will begin in
Springer MI . Ga. and walk north.

Honorary meets

Kupar said the groups are scheduled to meet
somewhere in the middle, but added. "I'm not too optimistic about that"

Delta Sigma-Pi. business fraternity, will induct new
pledges at 8:30 p.m. Sunday in the Faculty Lounge,
Union. All business students are invited.

THF. TRIP IS 165. with a $25 deposit required when the

Bilingual training grant sought
By Jane Musgrave
Staff Reporter
I-

<
■

Two years ago faculty
and staff of the College of
Education and the College
of Arts and Sciences
combined forces to develop
a bilingual-bicultural
education training program
at the University.
A 10-member committee
drafted an outline for the
program and submitted it
to the government in hopes
of receiving a 196,000
grant. The request was
refused.
On Feb. 15 the committee plans to resubmit a
revised proposal, according
to
Dr.
William
E.
Harrington.
acting
associate dean of the
College of Education.
Harrington estimated it
will lake a $100,000 grant
to initiate the program.
••WE HAVE to make
sure t>at the proposal

outlines
a
specific
program. We can't try to
do too much. One of the
reasons
our
original
request was refused was
because the program encompassed too much. We
have to plan the program
in steps." Harrington said.
As the deadline nears.
the drafting of the proposal
is in its final stages. To
assure that the needs of
this type of educational
program are being met.
the committee has called
in a consultant.
Dr. Jose R. Danes,
director of multicultural
programs at the University
ol San Francisco, has been
on campus for three days,
talking to faculty and
students about general
conceptions of bilingualbicultural education and
trends in this area.
I.lanes
has
divided
bilingual-bicultural
education in America into

three
basic
types:
remedial, maintenance and
enrichment
Regardless of which
approach is used, there is
a definite need for teachers
who are proficient with
more than one language,
according to Harrington.
There are about 150,000
Spanish-speaking students
in northwest Ohio alone,"
he said.
THE ABILITY to speak
more than one language
would benefit a teacher, he
said. The tightness of the
education job
market
gives those with special
skills a definite advantage,
he explained.
The first part of the
proposed
bilingualbicultural education
training program at the
Univesity will be aimed
primarily at professionals
who are already in the
field.
"We must first discover

MONTY'S BEAUTY SALON

their needs and educate
them before we educate
teachers in this area.
Programs
must
be
available on the outside for
our students to go into,"
Harrington said.
If the grant request is
approved, related courses
will be offered summer
quarter, Harrington said.
He said he hopes to si* the
first bilingual-bicultural
education degrees.

THF WINCHESTER Group ol Olln Corporation is
recalling selected production lots Ol Wildcat brand .22caliber long nlle ammunition after Investigation found a
lew defective cartridges.

CAMPUS MANOR •"■*■*•

If you need to know,
read The News.

BARGAIN PRICES
SATURDAY-SUNDAY BARGAIN MATINEE'S
AOUHSONIVtl »•

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NICHT
All STUOINTS II JJ

WITH I D I

NOW SHOWING!
SEE BOTH FILMS FOR THE PRICE OF ONEI
SCOICMT T0HICMI AT *:M P.M.
SATURDAT AT 2:00 7:30 AND »:30 P.M.
SUNDAT ol 2:00 4:00 7:30 t »30 P.M.

and Duos)

CONNIE STEVENS

Scorch/

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL
Special Summer Rates.

AMfBlCAN INIEBNA1IONA! M.UASE

Fall Rates - $255. per Quarter

MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW
1CCMKMV A M'li* UMOMCOVII AGINT PI A.10 tV CONNN ITIVINt II
ANYTHING HI1 A PtAlN ClO'Ntl MHC1IVI %•** OOH IVIIVTrMNO ••ON HAND
I'NG * lOVIO-Uf RACING CAt TO alYM0G A MttKOrTM TO ITOF RtlGAI DO*!
TIAHICKIMG INCH 11 ACTION AU Tttt WAT (MM KOoKHY * NOT ON TMt
TtAUl

Model Open - 12:00-4.30 Daily
NO LONG WALKS IN SUB ZERO WEATHER
OR SLUSH & SNOW

-PLUS SNEAK PREVIEW-

FOR BOTH MEN tND WOMEN

0PENM0N THRUSAT-7«.m.-6p.m.
352-2611
131 W. booster

The rounds were manufactured during a brief period of
equipment modification, and excessive pressure in the
cartridges may cause personal injury or gun damage.
Anyone possessing such ammunition should return it to
the dealer for replacement.

Cinema Ut

Defective ammo

PHONE 352-9302 - 3527365 (evenings)

THE MOST FASHIONABLE IN HAIRSTYLIST,

ail "I.K" codes followed by a two-digit number greater
than 8. The numbers one, two or three may precede the
1J-'" code and one or more letters may follow the twodigit number.

SILVER STREAK

WELCOMES YOU BACK!
"ROCKETS ALONG WITH
SPIRITED HIGH JINKS n
AND HILARIOUS MAYHEM

—FRIDAY ONLY!
SHOWN AT 7:30 P.M. ONLY I

GiancartoGiannini.
star of "Swept Away,"
plays 8 beauties
[AUKA
ANTONFLLI
GIANCARIO
GIANNINI
'"•""•DINORISI

O.'" .

LAST FIVE DAYS!

-Arthur Knight, HOLLWOOD REPORTER

-RING KONG" TONIGHT AT 7 30 AND 10:00 P.M.
SATURDAT AND SUNDAT AT 2:00-7:30 AND 10:00 P.M.

I heater

It's comedy! It's action!

^£|\
The most exciting original
ff>t-4 Jtiotion picture event of all time.

It's adventure! It's romance..,

E&* fngftrng

A Rinimuurt Release

It's
"SILVER STREAK"

NOW SHOWING!
OBSESSION" AT 7:30 AND tilS P.M.
SAT. A SUN. AT 7.30 AND 9:15 P.M.

OBSESSJOJV
A bizarre story ol love.
of BOWLING GREEN
■o"-om and *r»i
41«!

'CLIFF ROBERTSON A GEMEVIEVE BOJOLO

tt

colt

3S2S7M

J9LE3

MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW:

A BRAND NEW SHOW

OMIHION a A MAlTllfMtY CONCIIVIO IbSMNU OtAMA ITAI0NO CUM
■OMIISON Al A tUUNIIlMAN WHO MIITS AN I * ACT OOUHJ OP MB LATt rtrfl
P1AVID IT CINIV4VI IUJOIO DON! IN TM HTTCHCOCK 11*11 TMt A*6vH
PROAAI1H TO tl THIS YIAIS liCCIII TMtlllll

P.S. THANKS

SELECTIONS FROM COLE PORTER
& RICHARD SONDHEIM
ONE PERFORMANCE 9:00 p.m.
Fri. Jan. 21
Fri. Jan. 28

SAT. & SUN. MATINEES
"RUGS BUNNT SUPfRSTAR" AT 2:00 A 4:00 P.M.

SILVER STRERKR
GENt WILDER JIU CLAYBURGH

S(frp*T22
Sat. Jan. 29

Enjoy Dinner In Our Stable
Restaurant Before The Show.
OtWIllllftllllllllTTTT

n§

NO PASSES ACCEPTED

SHCHC4SE
<£?<£, CINEMAS

ACTCS OFFICE MflKMG

3500 SECOR ROAD ■ ADJACENT TO
WESTGATE SHOPPf+S AREA 535-62TI

24 Carrot Sal«t. To
pQ
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BG icers at CCHA crossroads as Lakers invade
By Bill Eatep
Sporta Editor
At the seasons start. Falcon hockey coach Ron Mason
had a pair of legitimate goals set for his club. Like
repeating as Central Collegiate Hockey Assn. (CCHA)
regular-season champions and capturing the loop playoff
title.
Now, 12 weeks and 18 games later, here are some
things to ponder about the local icers:
-After their fastest (7-0) start in history, they're 12-6
overall and 2-3 in the CCHA.
'-They've dropped six of their last 11 games.
-They've lost three of their last four games in overtime.

-THEY'VE lost three of their last four CCHA outings,
including a pair at home with St Louis and 5-4 overtime
loss last weekend at Ohio State.
-They've been hit by inconsistency, Ineligibility (to the
team's leading scorer) and injury.
So is this weekend's two-game home series with leaguerival Lake Superior important? Crucial? Are the Falcons
at the crossroads of a season?
Mason knows it. His team knows it.
"I thought last weekend (at Ohio State) may have even
been the beginning of the crossroads," Mason said
yesterday. "If we ever let Lake Superior come in here
and beat us twice..."
The Falcons enter the series, which is set for a pair of
7:30 starters tonight and tomorrow night, in a second-

dropped a 7-6 overtime decision to Laurenttan University
Tuesday.
But then there's always a 6-3 win over defending
national champion Minnesota and a 4-3 overtime victory
at Ohio State to keep the Falcons honest

place CCHA deadlock with St. Louis (2-0). Both clubs
trail upstart Ohio State (6-2 in CCHA) by eight points.
"THERE'S no question that first place is still possible
for us," Mason said, "but realistically we've got to shoot
for second. And if we're going to get second, we've got to
sweep."
But that's not as easy as It sounds.

AND MASON knows plenty about the men from the
Soo. He coached there seven seasons before coming here.
"As the years go on, there's less and less of a rivalry.
Mason said "When most of my players were still there it
was different. But now there's only a couple of the
players I recruited still playing, like Pat Tims (goalie)
and Steve Davies (center).
"But because the Soo is such a small community and I
still know some people there, it's a personal battle. It's
not a vendetta sort of thing, but it still arouses them.
And it arouses us."
As if Mason and his club didn't already have enough to
arouse them.

"They got off to an awful start," Mason said of the Soo
Lakers, "but they're hot as a pistol now."
Well, not that hot The Lakers, who enter with 2-4
league and 7-11 overall marks, have dropped two
straight. After whipping Western Michigan 8-1 fn the
series opener last Friday, they lost 6-3 Saturday and »lin

Tomorrow's MAC clash will tell

Can Norvain 'do it' against Hicks?
By Greg Smith
Assistant Sports Editor
"Do it 'Vain'," a BG
teammate yelled as Norvain Morgan yanked down
a rebound during the
Falcons' final scrimmage
before tomorrow's 4 p.m.
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) contest between the
Falcons and Northern
Illinois University (NIU).
Morgan, a 6-5 Junior
forward, has been doing it
all for the Falcons the past
four games, averaging 11.8

points and 7.5 rebounds. He
is
playing the
best
basketball in his collegiate
career, leading the team in
shooting percentage (56 per
cent) and in blocked shots
with 14.
What's the reason for
Morgan's recent surge?
"CONFIDENCE has a lot
to do with the way I'm
playing," Morgan said "I
feel confident in my shot
and going to the basket. I
like playing this year
because this team is a
close-knit unit.

"I've got to have
someone get me motivated
before a game and coach
(John) Weinert does a good
Job at it He lets you know
how you're doing. It wasn't
like that last year."
Weinert was to quick to
praise Morgan's play.
"Norvain is playing with
confidence this year,"
Weinert said. "I think it's
the most important thing
an athlete must have in
himself. Our offense is
getting him the shots that
he can score on.

"I DON'T think he knows
how good he really is. He's
got a great soft shot, he's
a tremendous leaper and
may be our best defensive
player."
Weinert won't have to
wait long to find if Morgan
is his best defensive
player, when he challenges
the MAC'S second-leading
scorer (21.5) and rebounder
(10.9) Matt Hicks of NIU.
Hicks, who is said to
"stand 6-4, play like 6-8
and rebound like 6-10,"
gained runner-up player-of-

the-year honors in the MAC
last year while averaging
25 points a game.
Hicks isn't scoring as
much as he did last year,
when he led the MAC in
scoring, but the Huskies'
record has improved to a
misleading 3-8.
"THEY'VE been losing a
lot of close games,"
Weinert said. "They're
averaging 66 points, while
giving up only 69 points. I
think they'll be a tough
team, especially with
Hicks."

SAVES-Junior tri-captain Byron Shutt and freshmen
forward Andy Crowther were placed on •strict
probation" by Mason yesterday following an incident
which took place Monday night The pair were officially
charged Wednesday night with unauthorized use of a
motor vehicle, a misdemeanor, by the Bowling Green
City Police Department "I also took away Shutt's captainship for the rest of the season," Mason said. "If he
has a clean slate, he can earn it back." Both will play
this weekend. A court date has been set for Tuesday.
Sophomore
right winger and leading scorer John
Markell (14-12-261, slowed with a leg bruise suffered at
Ohio State, is the only questionable Falcon starter for the
series...
The trio of left wing Shutt (6-12-18), center Dave
Easton (5-13-18) and Markell are BG's top scoring
line. The Lakers will counter with the high-flying line of
left wing Jeff Jensen (3-9-121, center Claude Boieau (8-2230) and right wing Ron Sandzik (12-13-25)...WBGU-TV,
Channel 57, will provide live coverage of tomorrow's
game.

Morgan agrees.
"Hicks is one of the best
players we'll face this
year," he said. "The main
thing I'll have to do is
deny him the ball and
when he's got it, I'll just
have to play him close."
And with a bit of confidence, Morgan might
settle a personal score with
Hicks, who was this week's
unanimous MAC player-ofthe-week
choice over
Morgan and a host of
others.

Two Falcons find Tankers look for first victory
rivalry in Toledo
Toledo and Bowling Green: synonymous with an
intense sports rivalry, right?
Well, maybe not in wrestling except for 134pounder Bill Frazier (0-1-1) and 158-pounder Mark
Mayer (1-1). Both Falcons will be hitting their
home territory when BG invades Toledo tomorrow.
Frazier Is a senior from Toledo Rogers, while
Mayer Is a sophomore from nearby Oak Harbor.
"FRAZIER would Uke to win at TU more than
anyone else he wrestles," Falcon coach Bruce
Bellard admits, "And Mayer knows all about this
rivalry by living in the same vicinity. As for the
rest of the guys, I don't think it's any kind of
rivalry.
"They don't know anything about Toledo."
TRYING TO get untracked after two defeats,
Bellard will go with US-pounder Jay Llles (1-1),
Jerry Thomas (1-1) at 126, Frazier at 134, freshman
Tom Mitchell In his first start at 142, Rick Kopf (01-1) at 150, Mayer at 158, Mark DISalvo In place of
Stitle at 167, Jim Warmington (1-1) at 177, Al Nozak
(1-1) at 190 and heavyweight Jeff Polhemus (2-0).

It will be a vastly improved Western Michigan
University (WMU) squad
that the Bowling Green
swim team faces tomorrow
at Kalamazoo.
Last year, the Falcons
were victorious 60-53. But
now WMU boasts two
freshmen-Mike Schmitz
and Joe Waldrop-who both
set school records in the
Bronco's recent 61-52
triumph over Ball State.

MIKE'S
PARTY MART
1004 S. MAIN
(Form*' Paghoi s Bld$ )

WEEK-END
SPECIAL)
8/1.19 •*" *»••"

meet of the new year we
went in complacent and got
knocked off."
Eastern Michigan, which
did the knocking off last
year, has been one of three
Falcon victims this season
as Bowling Green enters
tomorrow's clash with a 3-1
record.
Simpson will count on

good early season indicator
of what to expect in the
coming season.

The Falcon indoor track
team will open its 1977
season at the Eastern
Michigan Invitational
tomorrow.
The open meet will have
numerous teams from
across Ohio and Michigan
participating and will be a

senior veterans Theresa
Hoover and Karen Glenn
for strong peformances,
but freshmen Cheryl Vasil,
Linda Lehman and Denise
Acell should get their share
of points.
"I've
been
doing
everything I can to get
them ready," Simpson
said.

BUT A TIME trial
earlier this week gave
some indications of who
should be the team's top
performers.
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) 100-yard champion
Brian Storm will be anchoring the sprinting crew
again this year. Senior
decathlete Dave Clanelli
and freshman Nick Rusyn
and Wayne Thompson
should be lending support.

Returnees
Ivor
Emmanuel and Joe Coalter
should lead the 440 group.
The distance events, 880,
mile and two-mile will be
handled by the cross
country team.
The hurdles should be
Improved with James
Shepard's return to school.
Personal reasons had
previously forced him to
drop out
Cianelli, Canadian Michel
Raymond and rookie Joe
Ritter will be both long
and triple jumping.

SIGMA CHI

(Just Across from the Campus)

Picture appointments
must be made by
Monday! Pictures
will be taken
January 17-21
at
310 Student Services.

ABORTION
$150.00
Toll Free
9 a.m.-lO p.m.

For Sept. - 9 Month Lease

LANDLORD PAYS ALL UTILITIES

SENIORS:

have a backstroker the
likes of Dave Koenig or
Daryl Hable. Stubbs said
that he looks for the
Falcons to finish one-two
there.
Craig Casten, BG's most
valuable swimmer last
year, shouldn't have too
much trouble in his
spccialty-the butterfly. The
key will be if BG can grab
a second or third to go
along with the first.
The Bronco strength
comes in the freestyle
events. Schmitz covers the
sprints (50-1001, Waldrop
the middle distances (200500) and Blanchard the
distai.ce (1,000).

NOW LEASING

z*«3*txtrotz*rorororoc

Call 372-0086.

alovin
glassful

Located at 520 East Reed

$85.00 Per Student -

Wishes To Congratulafe

Four Students Per Apartment

It's New Officers.

include

Pro Consul - Dave Hyland
Tribune - John Blaskovic
Rush Chairman - Mike Joseph
Pledge Trainer - Dave Pike
Secretary - John Ziegler
Ritual Chairman - Dave Hover
House Manager - Mark Thomason
I.F.C. Representative - Ben Hellmlng
Historian - Craig Sampson
Public Relations - Bob Anderson
Editor - Dave McWilliams
Athletics - Rick Jacobs
Kitchen Steward - Curt Brookbank
Social Chairman - Chuck Blake

KBt.WMf »G«OCHWS
OPEN OAltY
9 AM-MIDNIGHT'

AND FALCON coach
Tom Stubbs said he hopes
his team's depth will be
strong enough.
"We've got to get the
seconds and thirds," he
said. "And then we have to
get them where they are
weak."
That weak spot seems to
be the breaststrokes. But
then Dennis Erdyli is the
lone Falcon breaststroker.
Western also doesn't

Tracksters at invitational

Gymnasts ready for WMU
Women's gymnastics
coach Charles Simpson is
cautiously optimistic as his
team opens the 1977 portion
of its schedule tomorrow.
Western Michigan is the
slated foe for the 1 p.m.
meet in the North Gym of
the Women's Building.
"We're going in with as
strong a team as I have,"
Simpson said. "But we
can't ait back and take
them lightly. If we go in
with
confidence
and
determination, we shou
be able to come out on
top."
Simpson remembers well
last year's situation at the
.same time.
"WE CAME back from
Christmas vacation," he
recalled, "and In our first

In addition to the
newcomers there are two
other "quality" swimmers
on the Bronco squadsophomore co-captain Mark
Blanchard and sprinter
Todd Martin.
After that, there is diver
Mike Seacrest And that's
where the depth ends.
"We must depend upon
first place finishes instead
of depth to win," said
WMU coach Dave Digest.

ztrotmsmmmmmra

PEPSI 8 pack
16 OZ. bottles $1.19 plus deposit

Save 40 *

*

New Apartments

*
*

Large - 2 Bedrooms
Central Air Conditioning

•k

Washer-Dryer in Building

*

Heat, Water, Sewage, Trash
Removal, Electric ALL PAID BY LANDLORD

PHONE

352-5163

NEWLOVE REALTY
328 South Main

South Side Six
737 S. Main
352-8639

Cold Beer-Wine-Champagne
Op«n

•.

9

am-12 pm Friday ft Sot.

9 am-11 pm Weekdays ft Sun.

u

